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Forever sworn to secrecy and bound by their sacred vows, four powerful dragons find their
mates amidst the skyscrapers of Manhattan…Read all four stories of Meg Ripley’s Dragons Of
The Darkblood Secret Society series in one captivating collection, jam-packed with sizzling
shifter passion, suspenseful twists, mystery and adventure.Book 1 - Playing With FireBook 2 -
Marked By FireBook 3 - Enchanted By FireBook 4 - Tempted By FireSteamy shifter scenes
inside! Readers 18+.

"She looked up and saw the most impossible sight she'd ever seen: a dragon wheeling higher
and higher, blending into the night sky, nothing more than a silhouette against the stars."Here's
what Ebook Tops readers are saying about the Dragons Of The Darkblood Secret Society box
set:"One fantastic, razors edge, heart pounding, pulse racing, fast paced, adrenaline pumping,
action packed collection that captures your attention from the start. Characters so realistic you
can almost reach out and touch 'em. I can't believe that all of these awesome and exciting tales
are finally sold together in one neat package. Is it Christmas? I feel like Ol' St. Nick just swooped
down my chimney.""Great fighting scenes, thrilling turns and sizzling chemistry between lovers;
you will get it all in this box!""Author Meg Ripley has a knack for writing entertaining, sexy and
steamy shifter love stories and captivate the readers from the first letter and lead them into a
mesmerizing world. And the Dragons Of The Darkblood Secret Society series is no
exception.""Meg Ripley knows how to right an enjoyable book with wonderful characters. This is
a great box set! I loved the twists and turns in all of these stories. Great set of books!"  More
Steamy Shifter Romances From Meg Ripley    SHIFTER NATION UNIVERSE Wild Frontier
ShiftersHer Rancher BearHer Cowboy BearSpecial Ops Shifters: L.A. ForceSecret Baby For
The Soldier Bear Saved By The Soldier Dragon Bonded To The Soldier Wolf Forbidden Mate
For The Soldier Bear Bride For The Soldier Bear Feral Soldier Wolf Santa Soldier BearSpecial
Ops Shifters: Dallas ForceRescued By The Soldier BearProtected By The Soldier Tiger Fated To
The Soldier Fox Baby For The Soldier CougarSpecial Ops ShiftersDaddy Soldier BearFake
Mate For The Soldier LionCaptured By The Soldier WolfChristmas With The Soldier
DragonWerebears Of Big BendSawyer's MateElijah's MateWyatt's MateAlex's MateWerebears
Of Glacier BayAlpha's Secret BabyMated To My Brother's Best FriendSnowed In With The
Soldier BearShared MatesWerebears Of The EvergladesAlpha's Second ChanceFated
AttractionNanny For The Soldier BearRelentless MatesWerebears Of AcadiaRanger
KnoxRanger TrentRanger RamonRanger Drew DRAGONS OF CHAROK UNIVERSE Shifters
Between WorldsDragon's Royal GuardRoyal Dragon's ProtectorRoyal Dragon DaddyRoyal
Dragon's WitchDaddy Dragon GuardiansHolden's MateXander's MateBeau's MateJulian's
Mate BEVERLY HILLS DRAGONS SERIES Damien's NannyJackson's NannyBlane's



NannyCameron's Nanny DRAGONS OF THE DARKBLOOD SECRET SOCIETY
SERIES Playing With FireMarked By FireEnchanted By FireTempted By Fire DRAGONS OF
SIN CITY SERIES Stryker's DesireHunter's DesireXavier's Desire PACKS OF THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST SERIES Claimed By The Wolf BrotherhoodWerewolf Baby DaddyThe Wolf
Pack's RevengeAbout the Author*** Want a free copy of Meg's hot dragon menage series,
Caught Between Dragons? Sign up for her newsletter here to download your exclusive copy:
https://goo.gl/NZAu7v You'll also get updates on her steamy new releases, giveaways, deals and
more FREE books every week! Meg Ripley is an author of steamy paranormal and science
fiction romance. As a child, she had recurring dreams about being abducted by aliens and has
been obsessed with extraterrestrial life ever since. A Seattle native, Meg can often be found
curled up in a local coffee house with her laptop. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Join my steamy paranormal romance newsletter and claim your exclusive copy of Caught
Between Dragons, my super-hot dragon shifter romance series!Dragons Of The Darkblood
Secret SocietyThe Complete Series Collection Box SetMeg RipleyCopyright © 2018 by Meg
RipleyAll rights reserved. No parts of this book may be used or reproduced in any form without
written permission from the author, with the exception of brief quoted passages left in an online
review. This book is a fictional story. All characters, names, and situations are of the author’s
creation. Any resemblances to actual situations or to persons who are alive or dead are purely
coincidental.This e-book is licensed for your personal enjoyment only; this copy is not available
for resale or to give to another reader aside from any transaction through Ebook Tops’s e-book
lending program.DisclaimerThis book is intended for readers age 18 and over. It contains mature
situations and language that may be objectionable to some readers.ContentsPlaying With
FireMarked By FireEnchanted By FireTempted By FirePreview Of Holden’s MatePreview of
Alpha’s Second ChanceAbout the AuthorPlaying With FireDragons Of The Darkblood Secret
SocietyPlaying With FireI've always done my best to work hard and stand apart from my father's
shadow, but it seemed like he was setting me up to fail. When he assigned me a new client,
Adventure Isle—a run-down amusement park in the middle of nowhere—I knew I'd have to find
the investor of a lifetime to succeed.I was looking for a man with more money than sense. What I
found was a man who had no money at all, but he did have a beautiful daughter, Shayne. A
beautiful, ball-busting daughter that I wanted from the second I laid eyes on her.She controls his
money, but she controlled my heart from just about the moment we met. She called herself Mary
and I never had a chance.But just when I find myself in her bed, exactly where I want to be, she
gets the call. Her father is dead; killed by a dragon.And things are about to get a whole lot more
complicated when the woman of my dreams learns that I'm a dragon, too.1With a long sigh,
Jason Cross dropped into the brown leather chair at the furthest end of the lounge, loosening his
tie with one hand and tossing a folder aside with the other. Before the next breath, a waitress
appeared at his side with a drink in hand."Thank you, Mia." He gulped it down with a single
swallow and signaled his need for another.Mia’s sharp eyes flickered over his strained face and
she nodded, sauntering back to the bar at the same deliberate pace she always used. She did
not work for tips and she couldn’t be fired, so she moved through life at her own speed. But she
knew everybody’s drink, knew when to change it up, and knew when to lend a sympathetic
ear."Hard day?"Vincent Ryder helped himself to the seat across from Jason. Artist, speculator,
investor, inventor, and general man about town, Vincent was a renaissance man who didn’t wait,
or ask for, invitations. The constant smirk on his lips gave him an air of arrogance, but Jason
wouldn’t call Vincent an arrogant man. He always backed up his big talk and he was a good man
to have in your corner, so Jason was one of the few who didn’t find his smirk intolerable."Yeah,
you could say that," Jason said.Vincent reached for the discarded folder. "You have a new
project." It wasn’t a question and he didn’t wait for Jason to invite him to have a look. He flipped
through the first few pages, went back to the beginning, read them again, and then blinked at
Jason."Exactly," Jason said."Why am I looking at a Ferris wheel and three children eating cotton



candy?" He tilted his head. "This photo is at least twenty years old. Is that Ferris wheel still
standing?""It’s twenty-five years old, and apparently, yes, it is."Vincent frowned. "You couldn’t
pay me to get on a Ferris wheel that old.""Of course not. No one wants to ride anything that old.
Keep looking. It gets better."Vincent returned his attention to the folder, his frown becoming so
deep it was almost comical as he studied the accompanying glossy photos. "Has your father
gone crazy? This place should have been closed a decade ago."At least a decade ago. Most of
the rides were dilapidated; most of the booths had been boarded up. The remaining booths held
"treasures" from a previous generation—knock-off toys and cheap stuffed animals that were
losing the war with time. Frankly, the place looked more like a set from a horror movie about a
theme park than a place anyone would want to take their family to."I don’t know. Maybe. This is
apparently a completely legitimate account. What he was thinking when he took on the client, I
can’t tell you.""Maybe it’s some sort of hazing ritual?""After over a year in the company? It feels
more like he’s setting me up for failure.""Why would Damian want you to fail?"The question
brought him up short. Growing up in his family, the choice to become an investment banker really
wasn't a choice at all. His great-grandfather had started the firm and the males of every
generation to follow had just been funneled directly into the company. His cousins and brother
took positions with perfunctory titles and almost no actual obligations, but generous
compensation packages.Jason chose a different route. Instead of going directly to his father
after graduation, he took a job at a rival, albeit much smaller, firm. He took his mother’s maiden
name and found a tiny apartment on the West Side, determined to rise through the ranks on his
own. He imagined himself building an empire to rival his father’s and then his old man would
finally be forced to respect him—to regard him as an equal.Reality was a cold slap in the face six
months later when his father’s firm bought his employer. The message was clear and rather than
pushing back, Jason settled into his new job, did his work, and kept his head down.His hard
work paid off, and three years after his forced employment with the firm, he was on the cusp of a
huge promotion—one he was certain he earned. The only person who knew his true identity was
his father, and his father’s input was not necessary for this next step. The only thing that could
thwart his aspirations was a giant, Ferris-wheel shaped blot on his record. A failure at this pivotal
time could change the committee’s mind, delaying the promotion, or worse, tabling it
indefinitely."Maybe he doesn’t want me to get the promotion. Maybe he’s still mad I snubbed him
five years ago. Maybe he wants to teach me a lesson.""What lesson is that?"Jason accepted the
second shot of whiskey from Mia and gulped it down, tingling from his nose to his toes. "That I’ll
never be able to escape his hold. I’ll work where he wants me to work and I’ll do it on his terms at
his pace and there’s not a damned thing I can do about it."Vincent swirled his drink over his ice
cubes and took a long swallow. "Maybe you should teach him a lesson.""What do you mean?""If
this is about controlling you, show the old man that it’s going to take a lot more than this, frankly
transparent, attempt at professional sabotage."Vincent flipped through the images and financial
statements again, his eyes narrowing thoughtfully. Mia appeared at Jason's side again, this time
presenting him with a slim, black folder."What? No more whiskey?""You need to keep your wits



about you," she said before returning to the shadows behind the bar.Jason looked down at the
folder, his fingers gliding over the embossed image of a medieval dragon, powerful and bulky, its
wings like leather-encased wrought iron cages. Depictions of dragons from other cultures always
amazed him with their willowy, serpentine bodies and squared, almost dog-like heads. There
were rumors that those dragons still existed, but if so, they were deep in hiding, as encased in
secrecy as Jason himself.Jason opened the folder and looked at the paper inside. He scoffed
and pulled it out of the folder, tossing it onto the table in front of him."The old man?" Vincent
asked."Who else?" Jason craved another drink but Mia was right. He did need to keep his wits
about him. “I just got away from him two hours ago, and he can't even wait until Monday to rub
this in my face.""Maybe he’ll tell you this was just a joke and give you the real file.""Maybe."
Jason stood and reached for the folder. "I don't know, though. He might have a pretty twisted
sense of humor, but he's also the consummate businessman.""He’s also a bit of a jackass.""You
said it, not me." Jason tucked the folder under his arm and marched to the black velvet curtain,
nodding at the stern men who flanked it. Others would have had to show special identification or
a written invitation, but for Jason, they pulled the braided gold ropes that parted the curtain
without a word.The echo from his steps reverberated off the stone walls as he wound his way up
the curved staircase. He could no longer hear the sounds from the lounge and the curtains were
long and thick enough that no light filtered through or around them to illuminate the stairwell.
Instead, the white marble reflected the glow from candles set on heavy iron sconces embedded
in the walls.So few were permitted to even see the private sanctuary, yet, it was kept in pristine
condition—the candles burning continuously; the sconces free from dust. As a child, Jason
thought it must have been elves who worked so hard to keep the stairwell so perfectly.At the top,
Jason followed a mirrored hallway with a floor of the same highly polished white marble toward a
pair of massive wooden doors. An infinite number of flames danced around him, countless
reflections of light bouncing off the polished marble and right into his eyes.When he finally
reached the doors, he rested his hand on the handle and waited. Despite the specific invitation,
Jason would never dream of entering until the voice bid him forward. Knocking was unnecessary.
Jason only had to touch the handle, and someone on the other side would call out to him; a
moment later, the doors would open as if by magic.Jason had never seen anyone open the
doors. Perhaps it was another elf who disappeared in a flash once Jason stepped inside. There
were many mysteries about the Club that Jason had pondered as a child; most of which he’d
solved as he matured, but this was one that he didn't want to resolve.As Jason had grown out of
his young childhood and his family mourned the loss of his mother, his father had spent more
and more time secluding himself away at the Club, hiding away among the other members of the
Darkblood Society, trying to make it all disappear. During those difficult years, he only saw his
father when he was invited to the big double doors and the unknown voice from the other side
would welcome him inside. The voice was warm. Friendly. Even kind. Like his father used to be.
He wanted to preserve that, to keep that feeling without knowing all of the details of it.Even now,
with the tinge of anger in his mind, Jason waited for the voice to come through the doors; he



waited to see his father in a context that was so completely different from their daily, professional
interactions."Come."The doors opened, revealing Damian in his huge leather armchair, an ankle
resting casually on his knee, a glass of sherry in his hand. Despite the warmth of the late
summer evening, a fire raged in the fireplace, casting a glow over his father’s aquiline features
while long shadows climbed the walls."Why didn’t you come downstairs and say hello to
everyone?" Jason asked as the doors whispered closed behind him.Damian chuckled softly and
took a sip from his drink, amused in his way by his son’s joke. Jason took his customary place
across from his father and dropped the folder on the small table between them. When Jason
visited as a child, the table always held a chess board. Now they played a different game, but
Jason didn’t know all the rules."Do you carry your work everywhere you go?" Damian asked.
"This might be why you haven’t had much luck with the ladies."Jason ignored the barb. "I was
actually in the middle of some important research. I already have a lead on an investor.""Is that
right?" His eyebrows knitted together for a moment and then thinned; a gesture so small, so
quick, that anyone else might have missed it. "I’m glad to hear it, son. The sooner you put this
one to bed, the sooner we will be celebrating your promotion.""Well, I’ll drink to that," Jason said,
rising to walk to the wet bar, his mouth suddenly dry. His father was up to something. Jason’s old-
man-sense was tingling, and he ignored the chill down his spine at his own risk. "Tell me, how
did you come to find such an interesting account?""Interesting?""It doesn’t meet your usual high
standards," Jason said dryly. There was no way the old man who ran Adventure Isle could afford
to hire an intern at Griffon Investments, much less have the money necessary to catch his
father’s eye. And yet, Damian had all but hand-delivered the folder to him, and though none of
the forecasts or preliminary work bore his father’s name, Jason recognized the man’s
work."Kelsey is an old friend of the family’s. He asked me for a favor. He could have asked me for
the money and I would have given it to him, but instead he wants to know if I have an investor.
Someone who will help him fix his dream.""Who is this man, that you owe him a favor?""I told
you. He’s an old friend. You probably think I’m trying to sabotage your career, but the truth is, I
don’t trust anyone else with his account." Damian leaned forward to pick up the folder. "Go to the
park. Meet the owner. You won’t find what you need to know in here."Jason slowly drank the
sherry, letting his father’s words sink in as the alcohol warmed his face."Besides," Damian
continued, "I thought you would be thrilled to get this account.""Thrilled? What are you talking
about? Who will want to invest in a dilapidated park a half dozen miles from the nearest
freeway? I mean, I enjoy a challenge, but I’m not a masochist.""You don’t
remember?""Remember what?""Maybe you were too young," Damian muttered, like he was
talking to himself and not addressing Jason at all. "Could you have been so young?""Dad. What
are you talking about?""You haven’t gone through the whole file, have you? Come here."Jason
obeyed automatically, leaning over the chair’s arm to study the picture his father held. After a
moment, Jason plucked it away, bringing it closer to his face. "That’s Mom. What is she
wearing?""Her uniform. She was running the roller coaster when I met her." The corner of
Damian’s mouth lifted. "I could hear her laughing from the top of the ride. Like bells ringing in the



air. I knew right then that I loved that girl.""Wow. I’m genuinely surprised. I didn’t know you were
capable of such...sentimentality.""Well, when it comes to your mother, I’m still a sentimental
fool." He took the handkerchief from his pocket, and Jason turned back to the bar, making two
more drinks and giving his father a moment of privacy. No matter how distant the two of them
were now, Jason knew his father had a heart. Once. Now it was buried with his wife."I’ll do my
best," Jason said, handing over a full glass. It was the most, and the least, he could do. The only
thing he could promise."I know you will. I wouldn’t accept anything less." Damian took a long sip
of his drink and Jason knew the conversation was over. He finished his own drink, gathered up
the folder, and excused himself. He walked out of the den, the words that his father had spoken
to him swirling through his mind as he tried to stitch them together.He bypassed the comfort of
the Club for his small apartment, collapsing on his couch with the photo of his mother in one
hand, and Adventure Isle’s dismal financial forecast in the other.2Jason woke before the sun
burned off the morning fog, groggy and distracted by dreams of roller coasters that felt more like
memories. He used his phone to pull up the quickest route to Adventure Isle, waking up
gradually as he drove. Halfway through the long and winding journey, he entered what felt like a
permanent sense of déjà vu. He recognized landmarks and yet had no memory of ever traveling
on that road before. He also had no idea how long it would take to reach his destination. The
GPS became spotty as his phone reception went in and out.Just as he was starting to worry he’d
missed a turn somewhere, a rickety billboard reassured him that his "adventure is only a mile
away!""I don't think that 'isle' was really the best name for this place," Jason muttered as he
followed another sign down a narrow, dirt road. "Unless they want to remind you that you’re
stranded in the middle of nowhere. With no reception. And no help for miles."The empty parking
lot had been all but lost to the creep of the surrounding woods, the lines completely obscured by
weeds, vines, dead leaves, and trash. Ancient light poles looked as out of place as the streetlight
in Narnia, and Jason was sure that no matter where he parked, he would be stepping in broken
glass.His earlier impression that the park was more like a set from a horror movie only increased
when he saw the front gates. The left had only one hinge and swung back and forth with every
gust of wind. The right one was still tight, but its red paint had been weathered away, leaving only
patches of what, at first glance, looked like blood. A massive dragon’s head hung over the gates,
its red tongue still remarkably vibrant, despite the broken and missing teeth in its gaping jaw. Its
eyes once lit up, but the left globe was completely busted out, and the right was hanging from a
tendon-like cord.There were a few other cars in the parking lot, and since they were mostly clean
and no weeds grew from beneath the hoods, Jason assumed they weren’t just abandoned there.
Gathering up his courage and hoping this wasn’t all just an elaborate joke—or a weird trap—he
stepped out of the car and picked a careful path towards the gate.The man standing in the
cylindrical ticket booth at the front of the gate was so small and so gray that Jason almost didn’t
see him at all. He approached the window in time to see the old man shuffle a deck of cards and
start dealing out a game of solitaire. He worked with the speed and precision of a Vegas dealer,
and Jason couldn’t help but be a little impressed."Excuse me? Mr. Kelsey?"The man looked up



at him with a small frown of confusion that quickly morphed into a radiant smile."Jason!" The
man’s voice was as warm as his smile, and the card game was abandoned immediately. He
made the exclamation as if he had known Jason his entire life. Jason was slightly taken aback.
He wasn't accustomed to a new client referring to him by his first name right from the first
moment of meeting, but something about the older man told Jason that this was simply the type
of person Mr. Kelsey was, and it wouldn't occur to him to be anything else."Hello," Jason said.
"Thank you for letting me come by and see the park.""Of course!" Mr. Kelsey said, putting the
deck of cards down on the counter. "I'll be right out."The older man scurried through a door at
the back of the small ticket booth, and a moment later, he emerged through another door at the
back of the cylindrical building. He came toward Jason with his hand already extended toward
him. Jason took it and Mr. Kelsey shook it enthusiastically."I'm thrilled to have you here," Mr.
Kelsey said, still holding onto Jason's hand. "I can't wait to bring this park back to its former
glory." Finally, he released Jason's hand, but continued to smile at him broadly. "My great-
grandfather opened this place, you know. Of course, it was just a picnic ground and a swing
back then. My granddaddy built it up a little more, and then my daddy after him, and then me. It's
floundered a little bit in the last few years, but I know that we can make it amazing again."Jason
felt himself smile. Hearing that Mr. Kelsey's great-grandfather had started the park just like his
own great-grandfather had opened the firm softened Jason's heart. Not only did it mean that the
sparkle in Mr. Kelsey's eye when he talked about the park was the sparkle of the generations
that came before him and the hope and faith that had trickled through his family, but it also
meant that that park had actually been around longer than the firm hired in hopes of finding an
investor to save it."Can you show me around? Maybe tell me a bit about what you hope to
achieve for the park once we find an investor for you?"Jason followed Mr. Kelsey through the
turnstiles a few yards behind the ticket booth and onto the main road of the tiny park. He could
hear the voices of the few patrons around them, the occasional laugh or scream telling him that
the people who had come out to the park were at least enjoying themselves.As they walked,
Jason tried to pay attention to everything that he saw. Buildings that likely once held small shops
and restaurants were dark and boarded. A few shells of staging areas showed what was left of
rides that had been removed but never replaced. At the far end of the main street was a Ferris
wheel that spun lazily, three of the cars inhabited by families that gazed down at the rest of the
park.He looked to one side and noticed the roller coaster that he’d seen from the parking lot
hadn't moved since he’d been there. They turned a corner and Jason realized that the ride was
closed. The skeleton rose against the sky, pieces of the wood missing and the cars that had
once soared along the tracks sat under the abandoned rails, grass and ivy trying to reclaim
them."Why isn't the rollercoaster running?" Jason asked.Mr. Kelsey stopped walking and looked
at the still, silent ride. He sighed and Jason saw the sparkle in his eyes fade."That one's been
down for a few years now. I always wanted to fix it up and give it a new theme, but I was just
never able to do it.""Having a coaster would really bring in the crowds.""Maybe we can make that
happen." He took a slightly shuddering breath, trying to retain the smile on his face. "We have to,



Jason. This is all I have. This is all I have ever been."Jason felt a twinge of sadness in the way
that Mr. Kelsey said "we." Even though it was Jason's job to find someone who would make
these things happen for him, he suddenly felt a sense of camaraderie toward this man and his
dream.3Jason stepped out into the garden behind the Club and drew in a breath of the heavily
scented air, enjoying the combination of flowers, herbs and the green, earthy scent of the
tremendous hedges that spread in a complex maze ahead of him. It was the smell of the earth,
so rarely enjoyed in the heart of the city. A white stone path wound around hedges to sprawling
flower gardens, an orchard next to the section of river captured within the tremendous walls of
the grounds, and directly in front to the huge labyrinth that many of the members used as a
sanctuary for quiet thought.He needed that sanctuary now. He could already feel the change
occurring within him. Sometimes, the shift happened very suddenly, but when he had the
opportunity to control his emotions and guide his body through the often stressful transition, he
could shift gradually, giving himself the chance to acclimate so he wouldn’t suffer.His body
began to grow, his bones rearranging their configuration as his skin darkened into a rich,
shimmering green; the shade of a meadow in moonlight. He kicked off his shoes and curled his
toes into the ground beneath him as his feet changed, tipping forward onto four lethally-sharp
claws. The tension in his back became excruciating until his wings erupted from his skin, flaring
into the evening air.His eyes were sharper, his sense of smell keener, and his ears tuned to the
most delicate shifts in the air. His wings fluttered and folded down along his back, his tail
unfolding and stretching a good six feet beyond his body. He arched his back like a cat,
stretching his tendons and gathering up a roar from deep in his stomach. His thunderous bellow
echoed through the hedges, a greeting to the other dragons that were staggered throughout the
garden.By the time the shift was complete, Jason had meandered his way deeply into the maze.
It was quiet there. Though this was a popular area, it seemed that no one else had decided to
roam the wide passageways that night, but that was just as well for Jason. Though he didn't
spend as much of his life in dragon form as many of his friends and family members did, when
he was in this form it was a primal, almost peaceful experience that often helped him to work
through emotions or feel more connected to those around him.Tonight, as he walked the maze,
Mr. Kelsey and Adventure Isle weighed heavily on his mind. His father had expressed surprise
that Jason had no memory of Adventure Isle and Mr. Kelsey had greeted him like an old friend. A
strange sense of melancholy swept over him, a bittersweet feeling he associated with memories
of his mother. He actually had very few concrete images of her, most of them distant, muffled by
time and trauma. Why did the park make him think of her? Did she take him there as a child?
When he was given the account, all he could think about was the impact it might have on his
aspirations for advancement. Now his promotion was a distant consideration compared to Mr.
Kelsey's sincerely placed hope and his own curiosity.Jason opened his wings slightly as he
continued to walk, allowing the night air to swirl around them like soft, cooling ribbons. He often
wished that he could stretch them fully and soar into the sky whenever he pleased. He had
heard that there was a time when the dragons flew freely and many maintained their dragon



form throughout their entire existence, some not even knowing that they could shift. Now,
though, the dangers of being exposed were far too great, and the Club could only offer a very
limited amount of freedom. He celebrated his graduation with a trip to New Mexico where he
roamed the desert for a week, living, sleeping, eating as a dragon, swooping and soaring
through an endless, open sky. He'd never known such freedom, before or since, and it stood out
as the happiest moments of his life. He still dreamed about it often.At the center of the maze, he
found a series of large, interconnected pools, each illuminated from under the water with a
different color of light. In the rapidly darkening evening, these lights glowed brightly, casting an
ethereal atmosphere around the space. Dragons large and small relaxed at the water's edge,
drinking from the shimmering pools while others glided through the water, moving from pool to
pool, and color to color. Silver platters laden with fruit and meat caught his attention, reminding
him that his last meal was nearly twenty-four hours earlier. But before he could claim a platter for
himself, Vincent beckoned to him from the other side of the pool, gesturing at Jason to follow
him away from the crowded baths into the silent, empty shadows at the far end of the maze.
Once they found a quiet corner shielded from view, they shifted back to their human forms."I was
hoping I'd run into you tonight. Did you find anyone to invest in the theme park?" Vincent
asked."No. I met the owner last week and I've been working on a proposal but I don't have any
investors lined up yet. I need to know what I'm going to say first.""Isn't it easier to make a pitch if
you know who you're pitching to?""Ideally, you want to know your audience. But it's going to take
a special kind of investor. And I don't know who that is yet.""How special are we talking?"Jason
sighed. "Very special. The park hasn't turned a profit in over a decade. Most of the rides should
be scrapped. I don't know if the concession stands can pass a state inspection and it's going to
take a whole lot of money just to get the place presentable."
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Dragons on the horizon... Dragons and more. The 4 books in this collection
are full of dragons. The same cast of characters appears through out all of them. Each story
focused on a different main character. Romance so hot it will curl your toes. Enough mystery and
suspense that it will keep your interest through out all 4 of the books. Each character will steal
your heart with their story and how they find their fated mate. At the finish of the final book there
are several short stories or initial chapters to other series with various themes. The writing is
outstanding. The characters are well developed and very sympathetic. Don't let this one get
away. Highly recommended.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great Dragon LOVE Stories. Meh Ripley does a really good job. The
stories in this box set flow really well. The characters are well-written. The stories e are easy to
follow and easy to "get into."Thank you for your time, talent AND THE STORIES!!”

D.Maglioli, “Dragons of the Darkblood Secret Society. This book bundle contains 4 different
stories all involving dragon shifters who belong to a secret society that is located in NYC. They
each have secrets, rich handsome men, danger, sex and romance.  I really enjoyed them all.”

Kate, “Bonus reads included. This novella collection contains not only the complete Dragons of
the Darkblood Secret Society series, but also five bonus novellas and two "sneak peeks". It's
good, but not great, and I stopped reading after the first bonus book. It gets 3.5 stars.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I enjoyed this great read and I recommend it highly. Lance a dragon shifter,
seeks the hunters who killed his family. He finds himself attracted to his human secretary who is
descended from a family of dragon hunters. I enjoyed this great read and I recommend it highly.
I loved it!”

Shirley Ngapo-Simpson, “Finding their mates. Meg has once again created a world filled with
delightful characters who love life and have no control over who they love. The books in this
collection are filled with magic love and wonder. I would highly recommend these books to all
who love great romantic stories.”

Calla Lily, “Society Dragons. Bringing together dragons and mates in a more modern society as
an interesting mixture was a fun read. Believable characters. Read by the fire on a chilly evening
with a big mug of hot chocolate.”

Angelwings1104, “Great. Brilliant series.”

Brenda, “Good. Good read”



M.J. Scott, “Great Series!. I really enjoyed this series! Right from the start it grabs your attention.
It would have been nice to see more of the previous couple's in each book. Who doesn't love
strong Alpha Dragon shifters!”

Marilyn Coates, “Dragons of the Darkblood Secret Society. An interesting mixture of tales
involving bio - scientists, computer experts, investment advisors as dragons trying to survive in
the human world. And finding their mates unexpectedly.”

The book by Meg Ripley has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 138 people have provided feedback.
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